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- The next step is to analyze the spectrum to retrieve the resonance frequency. Two analysis techniques can be used;
coarse and fine mode.
- Finally, the value of the resonance frequency can be validated by the operator (operator can choose the peak that he/
she believes corresponds to water) and then the value is stored in the system.

Desired
geometry

- For each imaging experiment, this calibration can be performed up to three times;
before autoshim, after autoshim (if the user demands it) and after the scan (in the
user demands it to investigate SPIR problems).
Related System Concerns
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MR physics

- There is no relevant action performed at design time or factory assembly to prevent resonance frequency variations.
- During installation time, initial calibrations and measurements are performed in the MR (by means of the STT). HW
parameters are extracted from them and stored in the system. One of those parameters is the spin resonance frequency.
- At run time, before the actual scan starts, the preparation phase takes place. The host retrieves those HW parameters
stored and performs the calibrations needed. To perform the resonance frequency calibration, DC calibration needs to be
performed beforehand. Shimming needs to know the resonance frequency to be performed (to shim the correct volume),
but it produces frequency deviation, therefore Fo determination is done before and after shimming. The result of this
calibration is an updated value for the resonance frequency that is again stored at the HW parameter data base to be
used during the imaging experiment.

Customer

Variability

Time required

- At run time, during the actual imaging scan the host generates the required pulse sequences, which are acquired by the
DAS and transformed into sequence waveforms by the measurement program. The only relevant waveforms for Fo are
the RF waveforms (Fo determination has no impact on gradient waveforms). The stretch engine program then samples
those waveforms and transforms them into control data for the RF chain. Before the RF transmitter executes the
sequences, the RF receivers load the updated resonance frequency value and use it to set the receiver demodulation
frequency to the resonance frequency. Once the RF transmitter executes the sequences, the receivers acquire and
demodulate the signal at the specific resonance frequency, sending it back to the DAS. The DAS acquires those samples
and process them. Finally the DAS analyze the echo to derive.

- For resonance frequency calibration however, it should be noticed that; safety is
not a major issue; the same calibration technique is applied to all portfolio; Wrong
resonance frequency determination leads to impact on IQ; cost is related to
development effort, as the design is implemented mainly in SW. The impact on
installation time is minimum as the technique is performed at run-time.
Top-level View / System partition (baseline to create the Overview, see back page)

Key Parameters & Requirements
- Time required (see model) ˜ duration of pulse sequences + some calculations

- The functional view describes general steps required to perform a calibration. It
will be used as a baseline to understand WHAT needs to be done to perform a
calibration.

- For calibrations, we differentiate
mainly four steps in the life-cycle;
Design Time, Factory Assembly,
Installation Time and Run Time.

- Impact on system qualities (IQ): Frequency shift (see model), insufficient BW/pixel (see model)
- Influence of components / source of imperfections / variation points (site, system, patient, settling): At the site, there are
usually frequency variations and Bo distortions that cause inhomogeneity. At the system, shimming (>1KHz), magnet drift
(noticeable after some days without calibration, e.g. after the weekend) and table position. From the patient, its position,
size, orientation and magnetic susceptibility. From settling, previous scans without shimming.
- Variability / Reproducibility: In-vivo reproducibility is mainly determined by physiological effects (breathing, heartbeat,
movement). Variations exceeding 10Hz are generally rare but can doubtless be produced by a 'cooperating' (=moving)
patient/volunteer.
- Robustness: Depends on the analysis mode. Coarse mode is robust but inaccurate.
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- The size of the text boxes used here are not relevant, but the order is! Should you need
more room for e.g. introduction, you can expand horizontally or vertically, but be aware
that there will be less room for the rest!
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- Relation with other design principles:
- Relation with other models: Shimming (shimming of main field produces
variation of frequency)
- Model hierarchy:

Image Quality impact (System Quality)
f
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6.1

- Experts: Wim Prins (wim.prins@philips.com), Phil van Liere
(phil.van.liere@philips.com), Danny Havenith (danny.havenith@philips.com),
Ruud de Graaf (ruud.de.graaf@philips.com)
- Documents: MR Methods Preparation Phases (XJS157-2555), DD: SPIR
(XJS154-0877)

MRI Design Principle: Calibrations
Resonance Frequency Calibration
(Overview)

Non-functional design constraint / choice
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(prep. phases)
Collect Fo from
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(reference)

What needs to be
done to perform the
calibration

- Future: The implementation of the frequency calibration design is not expected
to change in a near future.

- In the physical view we want to highlight the WHERE the action is performed. This is closest to the
system. The top level view is used as a baseline to decompose and create a more detailed physical
view.
- You may want to allocate the functional view
here, or make a more general description in which
the functional view is only one step, or you might
want to make explicit the elements in the system
that contribute to the design principle, etc.
Patient Comm

Key Parameter
Element

1

Resonance
Frequency
Determination

6.1

- Past: In the very distant past, an FID in stead of an echo was acquired. Later,
over the years, to cope with various difficulties, the two ways of analyzing the
spectrum (coarse and fine), the WB retry, the SPIR pulse, and the pairs of
adiabatics replacing the single echo pulses were introduced.

- Installation time: No time required.

Known Value
Estimated Value
Unknown Value

1

2

Data / information
exchange

Roadmap
- Present: Required sequences and their associated preparations phases are
done at the HOST. This results in a set of parameters and objects that are
downloaded to the DAS, and used by the measurement program.
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Workflow
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Run Time
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Run Time
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- Water peak identification might fail, depending on the relative fat concentration
and the analysis mode used. This is critical for some applications.

- Cost: The technique is implemented in SW. Therefore its cost is related to the development effort required.
- Workflow (scan time): This calibration requires ~1s

Patient
Support

Store
Settings for
Scan
Functional Top-level View

Legend
Function
Design Time

- Fo phase can be skipped if the next exam has the same conditions (equal
patient position, orientation and table position and same geometry). If autoshim
has been performed, it cannot be skipped as shimming results in a different
resonance frequency value. In 3T systems this phase cannot be skipped due to
magnet drift.

References

- Accuracy needed, MR physics, Life-Cycle allocation, System allocation (see model)

- The physical view outlines the main subsystems. It will be used as a baseline to
describe WHERE in the system is the calibration performed and its results used.
Select
- Of special interest for the
Calibration
Technique
calibration design principle is WHEN
Reconstructor
Console / Host
Set Calibration Parameters
in the life-cycle is the calibration
& Environment
performed and used. For that, color
Excite / Execute
coding will be used in both views to
Element(s) under Study
DAS
differentiate when in the life-cycle a
Measure Response
specific action required for the
Analyze Data to Deduce
calibration is performed.
‘Optimal’ Settings / Values

- Normally, volume-selective measurement in a well-shimmed volume excites a
100x100mm volume, except when shimming has been performed (volume is
copied from user-defined shim volume) and in spectroscopy (volume is copied
from spectroscopy volume).
- Coarse mode is robust but produces any frequency between water and fat
peaks (so it is done before autoshim, as an unshimmed spectrum is unsuitable
for water peak identification). Fine mode returns the spectral position of the
water peak but might produce bad images if water peak identification fails.

Physical View

- When dealing with calibrations, the main factors that should be taken into
account are (used in the Key Parameters section in the Summary and to capture
Design constraints in the Overview):
Technology

- To determine the resonance frequency, the system needs to know it
beforehand! So the main strategy is to remeasure if ? f is large (>200-400Hz)
(using the frequency from the previous scan as a reference).
- When selecting sequences for Fo calibration, TE and crusher amplitudes need
to be controlled. Long TEs lead to lack of signal for some anatomies (TE=50ms
is OK, TE>150 is wrong) but sort TE require high crusher gradient waveforms
that produce acoustic noise.

Executed 3 times. Before autoshim, after autoshim (user dependant) and after the scan (user dependant,
to investigate SPIR problems)
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If shimming is performed on a user defined volume, F0 determination is also performed in that volume
13

The measurement (if volume-selective shimming) is applied to this volume only and applied to all stacks.
In spectroscopy, the volume is copied from spectroscopy volume
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Generate RF
Control Data

In practice it is hard to null fat completely, it would require fat components to have same T1, correct flip
angle everywhere, perfect shimming, etc.
If Fo is unknown, the selected volume shifts away from the desired position

Scanner Hardware

It is more robust, but may produce any frequency between water and fat, depending on their relative
concentrations. Its spread is therefore the water-fat difference (e.g. 220Hz at 1.5T)

3

Signal is acceptable if signal power is not too low compared with noise power
(signal power = power sum over the entire spectrum; noise power = power sum over a quarter of spectrum)
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The signal strength weighted water position from all receive channels are averaged to ‘the water’ position
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Determine F0 if frequency deviation is large
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Used as a fallback, when volume-selective produces insufficient signal or the frequency offset is large.
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To some extend, is under user-control, as the value used is a compromise between image distortion (and/or
shift) and SNR. However this value often follows from timing parameters (TE, TR, etc)
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- Of special importance are the interfaces. (e.g.
Dotted lines indicate the interchange of
information/data among functions or subsystems)
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Design strategies / Assumptions / Known Issues
- Large frequency shifts (>1KHz) occur, particularly as a result of shimming.

- The next step is to execute the measurements sequences and measure the response. The signal captured is the echo
that has felt all echo pulses (not the first echo). If the signal power and ?f is ok, the signal is sampled and a Fourier
transformation applied to obtain the power spectrum.

BW/pixel determines a
scan’s sensitivity to shifts
in the read-out direction

?s

fo

s

Reviewers: Wim Prins
Commentators: Danny Havenith, Ruud de Graaf
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Geometry
shift
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Contact Details: phil.van.liere@philips.com; daniel.borches@philips.com
Model Status: DRAFT (v2 Jun 2009)
Model ID: XJS-?

Functional View
- The calibration technique used is resonance frequency determination. All steps required to perform this calibration are
done at run time during the so-called preparation phases. The resonance frequency offset needs to be known in each
stack of the imaging experiment.
- The first step is to set the environment and acquire the required parameters to perform the Fo phase. Other preparation
phases need to be done beforehand (DC and Shimming phase). As the resonance frequency needs to be known
beforehand, the value from the previous scan is used as a reference, taking into account the offset introduced by
shimming. Once this value is known, depending on some parameters and conditions (e.g. ? f, SNR, autoshim performed,
etc) two different measurements can be used; volume-selective and slice-selective. Slice-selective is used as a fallback,
when there is insufficient signal or ?f is large (slice-selective uses high-bandwidth selection pulses).

- To know the resonance frequency accurately is important in order to know the
exact frequency at which MR signal should be captured. Wrong resonance
frequency causes a shifted geometry and/or incorrect fat suppression.
f

Owner
Name: Phil van Liere; Daniel Borches

MRI Design Principle: Calibrations
Resonance Frequency Calibration
(Summary)

Introduction
- Resonance frequency determination (Fo Phase) is performed to determine the
water spin resonance frequency specific to the geometry of an imaging protocol.
- Resonance frequency calibration is performed during the preparation phase.
Preparation phases are short measurements done to improve IQ and to validate
results.

for each stack in scan volume

about one
- An A3AO presents the
focused subject on a single A3 sheet of paper, using
visual models to deepen shared understanding. The goal
is to keep the overview; readers may focus on one part
at a time, but they can always see the whole.
- This cookbook presents a set of guidelines and the
template (the cookbook is the template itself) to map your
mental model into an A3AO, that can be hopefully
understood by a broad set of stakeholders.

Definitions / Abbreviations
Calibrations/Preparations: Techniques to adjust measured imperfections (nondesired variations) in order to ensure requirement conformance of specific system
qualities.
Crusher waveforms/gradients: Suppress FID signals generated by imperfect 180º
pulses and transverse signals that have not yet relaxed (T1)
IQ: Image Quality; HOS: High Order Shim; IQ: Image Quality; FID: Free Induction
Decay; STT: System Testing Tool; SPIR: Spectral Inversion Recovery

FRONT (Summary)

- The A3 format has been chosen as it is considered the
maximum size that people will be willing to read,
therefore encouraging focus, brevity and the use of
visual models. This format has been proven successful
on Toyota’s lean production system [3].

BACK (Model)

- The
(A3AO) get its name
from the paper size used to print it. It consist on two A3s
(see picture), one with a text description and other with a
model description of a system aspect.

Many people want to comment your nice A3 to provide feedback, include
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- The common layout helps the reader identify at a glance where the information is, and
whether or not the report is interesting to him/her.
- You can also include images / pictures here! A picture is worth a thousand words, and
as we do not have room for many words, a picture might be what you need!

- Here we present the system partition we will use to decompose our system.
(WHAT is being done)
- The baseline to create the system partition will be a
(WHERE is being done). Here we will explain the rationale for our
and a
decomposition (that might be shared by different instances of the same design principle).
- This system partition serves the user as a
starting point, and provides the rationale for
later budgeting.
- When decomposing the top level view, there
are different aspects that you may want to
highlight (e.g. when in the life-cycle this action
will be used in
is done). For that,
both views to differentiate when in the life-cycle
a specific action required is performed.

Select System
Knowledge to
Model

Collect System
Concerns
Create Top Level
View

Paper

Experts /
Stakeholders

Create Detailed
Individual Views
Quantify Key
Parameters

Archive

Computer

Create the
Overview

- When dealing with
, there are some concerns that should be taken into account
to make a good decision when changing / modifying the design / architecture. Here they are made
)
explicit so people is aware of them (they will be used in the Key Parameters section in the
- These concerns are usually collected from a higher view, and should therefore be shared by all
instances of the system aspect (e.g. The concerns are the same for Calibrations design principle,
therefore Resonance Frequency Calibration should have the same concerns than Eddy Current
Calibration).
Technology

Functional

- In the functional view we want to highlight the WHAT. In this box you can use words to
clarify the functional model you have created in the overview.
- One question you should ask yourself is how deep should you go into the functional
decomposition. The limit is the A3 in itself, thus if you need more room means that you
probably are already using too much detail. Try removing unnecessary things.
:
- What is a
In the model view it is represented by VERB + NOUN within a box. The problem of
this definition is that sometimes it leads to ambiguity. That’s why in the functional
decomposition some clarification in the form of pictures is usually needed (visual aid).
- The function should (when possible) be a transformation of inputs into outputs (which
should be present in the decomposition).
- The functional flow does not need to be accurate but descriptive (e.g. some actions can be
done in parallel in the implementation, but the goal is to provide a logical flow of actions).
- If you need / want to address a specific issue (e.g. an exception for system x), you can use
a star of the appropriate color (the color relates to the color of the system concern this issue
address).

Customer

Usability

Portfolio

Comm across
departments

Find information

Accuracy needed

Budgeting

Life-Cycle
Allocation

Comm across
disciplines

Learning curve

Interfaces

Maintaibility

Cost

Variation points

Time to model

Reusability

System
Allocation

MR physics

Create the A3AO
Iterate, Adapt
and Populate

Business

System Partitioning

Requirements

of the topic we are dealing with however (e.g resonance frequency
- For the
calibration), sometimes some concerns are not that relevant. Here we may mention why they are not
so relevant for this instance (we hatch them in the view).

- The guidelines presented here are not fix, should you want to add a personal touch (as
long as you keep the structure) you can do it.
- When modeling, you have to take into account some basic rules: people will not
remember more than five colors, therefore if you need to make more distinctions use
shading, change the format, etc (and include that in the legend!). Icons (such as a star)
are also a good way to make people remember a specific thing.
- You can’t put everything you know about this topic in this A3! So do not try to do it. You
may think that there is an important aspect that has been neglected. In that case, you
should think whether it belongs to other system aspect and make a explicit link to it (in
References) (e.g. MR Physics of eddy currents vs Calibration of eddy currents).

How are we implementing this today?
How did we implemented it in the past?
Do we expect some changes in the future? Are there some issues that we need
to deal with in the future?

Key Parameters & Requirements
- More key parameters that we are willing to admit can be quantified. There is probable not a
straightforward way to quantify it, but we can make at least approximations that lead to the correct
figures of merit. It is better to have a rough estimation from an expert than to rely on gut feeling.
- You should decide whether the key parameter (extracted/derived from Related System Concerns)
can be described or estimated on the spot (e.g. stretch time 1ms), in which case it should be placed
here. If you need a more complex description or decomposition (e.g. impact on image quality) in that
case you should place it on the quantification view in the model view.
- If possible, a formula or figure of merit should be derived from individual contributions (to
understand how individuals contribute to the total).
- Complex mathematical expressions might be exact, but if they are hardly understood by all
stakeholders, it is better to came up with an approximation. Is there a way to approximate it and
make a reference to the exact way to those interested?
- Should there be a requirement on this system concern, this is the place to make it explicit.
- Again, if you need / want to address a specific issue for a parameter (e.g. this value is used for
historical reasons), you can use a star of the appropriate color.

Guru 1 (guru1@philips.com), Guru N (guruN@philips.com)
[1] Referenced doc / model (XJS157-2555), [2] Referenced doc / model
(XJS154-0877)
described here.

[3] Understanding A3 Thinking, ISBN 9781563273605
List those system aspect that relate to the one

Which other models complement/expand/refine this one?
Which models should be linked to get an even broader picture?
From which other A3AO is this model derived from? (if any)

Validation by
consensus

Function

Optional

Validation by
architect

Data / information
exchange

Cooperation
needed

Validation by
expert(s)
Validation by
measurements

1

Workflow

1

Key Parameter
Element

How to capture and display system knowledge
A3 Architecture Overview Cookbook
4
(Overview)

Known Value
Estimated Value
Unknown Value

1

Technology design constraint / choice

2

Functional design constraint / choice

3

Business design constraint / choice

4

Customer design constraint / choice

1

System Concerns model

1

1.2

1

3

Collecting System Concerns
1.1

1 Select System
Knowledge to
Model

1.2

1 Choose specific topic and add it
1

Legend

10

Ask for document identification
(DocID)

Acquisition

Function

1

MRI Control Communication Model
Top Architecture Overview

Control

Real Time Control
No Real Time Control

1

Define
Scan

Find and select stakeholders of
this System Aspect

1

If current SQ finished

4

Interactions

3

Define Scan

Device
Status

4

Generate Pulse
Sequence

Physiology
Traces

1

Generate Pulse
Sequence

2

Pulse Sequence (GOAL-C Objects)

3

Collect System Concers

During rest of stretch time

2

Pulse
Sequence

Console / Host

Scan Description (PDF, MPF)

2

Prepare/ Optimize
Pulse Sequence
Sorted Pulse Sequence

5

5

Control Data

DAS
Process Pulse
Sequence
Send Control Data
to Devices

6
7

Patient
Support
Status

Physiology
Samples

Patient Support

Sorted Queue of Control Words
6
Store & Dispatch Control
Words to Devices at
Planned Times

Physical Top View
Functional Top View
Control Words for this Stretch

Functional decomposition
Function

Measurement Control Logic (SW)

5

Quantify Key Parameters

6

Key parameter
quantification

7

Create the A3 Summary

Adapt and
Populate

If current SQ finished

During rest of stretch time

e

Control Words

Group Control Words
for Specific
Subsystems

g

Sequence of Control Words

Sorted Queue of Control Words

Store & Dispatch Control
Words to Devices at
Planned Times

Generate Pulse
Sequence

Physiology
Traces

5

Create a

Generate Control Word
for Each Sample &
Subsystem (if
different from
previous value)

Console / Host

Per Channel

1

Pulse
Sequences

Physiology
Traces

Interactions

Pulse Sequence
Interactions

Device
Status

Device
Status

Physiology
Traces

2

b

Generate
Sequence
Waveforms

2

g

Control Words within Stretch Interval
1

Number of events within dwell-time
1.1

Subsystems / devices demanding waveform within dwell-time

1.2

Dwell-time

HW = 0.8us

1

3,2us
6,4us

SW

Time resolution
1.3

RF
X
Acq
Y
Grad
Z
Additional devices

Number of bytes/event (sample)
Waveform Characteristics (Amplitude)
Quantification
Compression / error / etc techniques
Other
Other stretched devices

6

5.1

Images

Stretch Time

Printing model

d

2

Define Scan

Receiver
Samples

Generate Pulse
Sequence

Images

f

Adjust
Sequence

h

Generate HW
Control Data

Response
Data

RX

Clock

Links within the model

14

Labeling / Legend

2-4 weeks

j

Acquire
Physiology

Device
Status

Physiology
Samples

Patient Support

Response Data
~100MBs

Monitor HW
Status

Control Data
(∆t,R,D)
~40MBs

Process Pulse
Sequence

5

Structure 20%

HW
1ns

4

Process Pulse
Sequence

Patient Comm

Bulk
Network Protocol( iRF)
5

Send mail

8.3

Incorporate feedback 1h

6

Store & Dispatch
Control Data at
Specific Times

Execute Device
Hardware

6

7

Store & Dispatch
Control Data at
Specific Times

Execute Device
Hardware

7

Store & Dispatch
Control Data at
Specific Times

Physiology Sensors

‘Actual’

7

T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 + T5 + T6 + T7 + T8

Physiology Sensors

Register1
Register1

...

Register n

...

Register n

Patient Support

1...*
6

Size of model 40%
Links 10%

Patient Support

Store& Dispatch
Control Data at
Specific Times

FIFO
Memory

Physiology
Samples,
Patient Support
Status

Coils( m Channels)
Stretch Engine( HW)

1...*

ASIC

‘Next’

TX( multi- channel)
1 ...*
Stretch Engine( HW)

Font 10%

Response Data
~ 100 MBs

Local bus

RX

1...*

Color coding 10%

20m

Global
Clock

Stretch Engine(HW)

Send Control Data to
Devices

Scanner Hardware

Gradient

Status(∆t,R,D)
~1 MBs

Send Control Data to
Devices

Scanner Hardware

Timing
Patient Comm

8.2

30m

DDAS(iRF) Network/ CDAS Boards+ Wires

Prepare/ Optimize
Pulse Sequence

DDAS(iRF ) Network / CDAS Boards+ Wires

Patient Support
Status

Physiology
Sensors

GRAD

3

Control Data
(∆t,R,D)
~40MBs

Quantification
Flow
Functions into physical view

Images

Control SW
Device
Status
(∆t,R,D)
~1 MBs

Receiver
Samples

i

Find reviewers / commentators

Receiver Samples

Computer

Reconstructor

Process
Samples

Acquire Receiver
Samples

Prepare/ Optimize
Pulse Sequence

4

Generate Pulse
Sequence

Client

DAS

Stretch Engine
CPU ~30 % stretch budget

Process
Physiology

3

A3

13

1h
2h

8.1

Device Hardware

1...*

Execute Device
Hardware

Collect Physiology
Data

Execute Device
Hardware

Control Words Dispatch (HW)

2

~200

6

Find experts in this
Topic

5

RF = 6 bytes/sample (4FM+2AM)
Acq = 1 Kbyte

iRF

2

Grad = 2 bytes/sample

3

BDAS = Variable
RF = 2 to 8 (24 in multi transmit systems)
Acq = 8 , 16, 32 (>100 in future systems (depends on the number of receivers))
Grad = 3 (15 in future systems (3 linear, 5 second order, 7 third order))

Number of Channels

Repetition time (TR)

4

Cartesian Scans TR~ [0.5, 10]ms
Radial Scans TR~ [0.5, 10]ms
Spiral Scans TR~ 50ms

˜

Total Control Words
˜
per Stretch (bytes)

Number of events
within dwell-time

?

x

Number of dwelltime intervals
within Stretch

x

Number of bytes/
x
event (sample)

Control Words per Stretch Interval per Subsystem

+

Number of
Channels

Control Words for Additional
Stretched Devices

12

Quantification of
Key Parameters

2

Functional View

3.2

5

1

3

9.3

2
9.3

Design
Constraints
/ Choices

9.4

Definitions

Physical
View
9.2

Ownership
Physical View

Introduction
System
Concerns

Variable Box Size

Write system
concerns

Reach agreement
on concerns

Decompose
functional view

To align pictures to the left improves redeability

2
3

So you can refer to it while is being created, discussed and reviewed.

4

7
1

1

Roadmap

3

References

4
5

2

Use color coding in
views

5

Select Key
Parameters to
model

Do not forget to include the interfaces
If you need an A2,A1 virtual page to fit your models, take into account
that fonts need to be bigger to be able to visualize them in A3
If the value is known, use blue color, if the value is an estimation, use
orange color, and if the value is unknown or a wild guess use red.

2

Key Parameters
& Requirements

We use a 4 column model; Technology, Functional, Business and
Customer system concerns.

1

2

Design
Strategies /
Known issues

System
Partition
Functional
View

Create system
partitioning

Decompose
physical view

6

Visual
Aid

Collect system
concerns

2

Encapsulation protocol
Control Words within
Stretch Interval per
Subsystem (bytes)

Interview
stakeholders

3

4

CDAS = 2 bytes/sample + EOS (End Of Sector)

Number of bytes depend on the device

Annotate design constraints /
choices

Adapt and
Populate

Reviewing process

CDAS, DDAS = 1ms

9.1

8 Iterate,

8

DAS
3

Network

Calculations
done for
next stretch

14

Finish A3 Architecture Overview; add
legend, references, owner, etc

Create the Summary 3h

Control timing ? t = 2 bytes (only needs to be transmitted if ? t changes)

5

1

Solve fitting problems

5
Switches
Sensors
SPI (iRF)

Try to add typical values or 2
estimations to those parameters

Create an A3 summary to clarify
and complement the overview

Merge individual views

100ns (dwell-time is proportional to time resolution)

Time between new events (sector) Sector = n x 100ns

Annotate contributions to those
key parameters

5

Virtual model in screen A3, A2, A1 in Visio

3h

6.2

Subsystem Different dwell-times & frequency for subsystems & devices

4

Link views (by using icons to
make references)

Size of model

Control Words Distribution (Network)

3

Derive or provide a formula / figure of
merit to quantify the key parameter
based on those contributions

12

30pt for title
18pt for subtitles
14pt for rest

Derive formula 1h

7

Status

Define Scan

Reconstructor
Measurement Program
CPU ~70 % stretch budget

Model
Physiology

Sample
Waveforms

Control Data
( encapsulated)

2

Create the A3 Summary

1

Reconstructor

Server

Quantify key parameters
Select key parameters that need
further elaboration/decomposition

Font

Patient Support

Console/ Host

Console / Host

3.1

Use color coding and other techniques to highlight relevant aspects

7

Patient
Support
Status

Physiology
Samples

Control Words Generation (SW)

Next stretch
starts

Allocate / map functions into physical building blocks

Fit individual views into an A3

Execute Device
Hardware

11

4h

6.1

Physiology Traces

7

Create the A3 Model

7

Control Words

Create Detailed Individual Views

6

Response
Data

Pulse Sequence
Interactions
Pat Comm

6

5

Create the Overview

Color coding No more than 5 colors, combine with shading

Patient Comm

Stretch Engine( HW)

Decompose the functional top
view in a more detailed view

6

Adjusted Waveform
Samples

a

Create detailed physical view
Using the top view, choose an
appropriate physical
decomposition

Create quantification view

Store & Dispatch
Control Data at
Specific Times

Pulse Sequence
Waveform Interval Samples

Adjust Waveform
Samples Value with
System Model

Scanner Hardware

Create detailed functional view

6

Physiology
Sensors

TX

4

Send Control Data
to Devices

Device
Status

Reconstructor

Images

Pulse Sequence
Waveform Interval

c

top level view

5

Scanner Hardware

Sample “stretched”
Waveform within
Dwell-time (sector)

top level

view

Process Pulse
Sequence

Receiver
Samples

Split Sequence
Waveform in Stretch
Intervals

Control Words for this Stretch

Execute
Device
HW

A3AO

8 Iterate,

Process Sequence
Waveform

e
g

c

Pulse Sequence Waveform

c

Sorted Pulse Sequence

Sequence of Control Words

Send Control Data to
Devices (Chronological
Order)

Create the A3 Model
A3 Model

Generate Sequence
Waveform

e

Top level view

Detailed views

4

Control Data

DAS
Prepare/ Optimize
Pulse Sequence

Network

Create a

4 column model

Create Detailed Individual
Views

Device
Status

Define Scan

DAS

Create Top Level View

4

Individual Device Sequences
st
Loop: 1 time only

Process Pulse Sequence

Collect System Concerns

3

a

Prepare/ Optimize
Pulse Sequence

Take a broad view of the system that
covers all aspects of your topic

A3AO Title & Running Title

c

Receive Sequence
Object Demand

Scan Description (PDF, MPF)

Create top level view

3

Backplane

2

1

Interactions

Loop: 1st time only

Pulse Sequence (GOAL-C Objects)

3

Pulse
Sequence

Console / Host

2

Define
Scan

2h

Create detailed physical view 4h

4

Building block / physical decomposition

Stretch: Time interval during which
controlled devices operate simultaneously
and autonomously with well defined timing

Functional View

Generate Pulse
Sequence

Select
1 System
Knowledge
to Model

3

Feb 2009

Stretch Control Logic (SW)

Shade those concerns
relevant for this specific topic

Create visual aid

10

Local Clock

MRI Control Communication Model
Process Pulse Sequence
(Generation of Control Words)

Output / Input

3.2

4h30m
30m

Timing

Legend
Start/ End
Function

Validation

Place system concerns into
model

3.1

Create functional flow

5.1

Stretch
Engine

Interview them to find out the
System Concerns

Where to put design choices / constraints Look for room
Where to put the visual aid Next to the functional view

Patient Comm

7 Execute
Device
HW

30m

2h

4

Physiology
Sensors

Send Control Data to
Devices (Chronological
Order)

Model System Concerns

Create detailed functional view

Execute Device
Hardware

Left

Where to put the physical view Bottom right
Where to put the quantification view Top right

3

Store & Dispatch
Control Data at
Specific Times

Structure / layout
Where to put the functional view

Create top level view

Scanner Hardware

Device
Status
Response
Data

Reconstructor

Images

Sequence of Control Words

Stretch: Time interval during which
controlled devices operate simultaneously
and autonomously with well defined timing

Prepare/ Optimize
Pulse Sequence

Receiver
Samples

4
Process Pulse Sequence

2

March 2009

Physical & Functional Overview / Function Allocation

Flow

9

Discussion 2h

2

as a running title

2

2h 30m

These concerns may already be present if this A3 is an extension or
related to another A3. In this case you should reuse those and strip
those not relevant for this topic.
To reduce communication barriers across disciplines and deparments.

Fin contributors to
Key Parameters

Ask / find values or
estimations

Derive a formula /
figure of merit to
relate individual
contributions

Validate your
decompositions

Find a way to
validate the
formula

Collect feedback

1 Ask for Doc ID for

the A3 Architecture
Overview

6

This is the same information contained in the overview but more
textual / verbal. This view is to assist people with a different way to
absorb information.

Model individual
views

Model system
concerns

Create Overview

Shade non
relevant concerns

Contact an architect to find out who to talk to.
To help the reader to find the information, a common structure for the
Overview is needed (see Readability in Quantification Section)
This time is reduced considerably when you reuse previous A3
Design Reports you’ve done before.
Visual Ads in this cookbook are not readable as they are meant to
show how the views might look like. Details are not relevant.
This is the same information as in the Overview (Model) in a textual/
verbal format to assist people with different ways to absorb
information.

2

1

Link Views
Store A3
Architecture
Overview
Check
documentation
references

7

Create A3 Design
Report

8
Send A3 for review

